EXCELLENCE IN HOTEL OWNERSHIP & OPERATIONS

Press release

Stockholm, 21/09/2015

Invitation to Pandox Hotel Market Day 2015
Pandox’s annual Hotel Market Day will take place 24 November, 2015, at Hilton
Stockholm Slussen. The event is open for participants from the hotel industry, as well
as institutional investors, analysts and media.
Pandox introduced the Hotel Market Day already in 1996 and it has evolved into an annual event and
dynamic meeting point for the hotel industry. Celebrating Pandox 20 years, this year’s event will
focus on Pandox’s history and the macro economic and political factors driving the development of
the hotel industry. These factors will be explained by a number of distinguished external speakers
with expert knowledge in various areas. All presentations will be held in English.
The presentations will start at 13:00 CET and end at around 18:00 CET, followed by dinner. A
recording of CEO Anders Nissen’s presentation will be available on www.pandox.se after the event.
Please visit www.pandox.se for a detailed agenda, more information about the speakers and how to
register for the event.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Anders Nissen, CEO, +46 (0)70 846 02 02
Anna Källgren, Executive Assistant, +46 70 456 68 39

About Pandox
Pandox is a leading owner of hotel properties in Northern Europe with a focus on sizeable hotels in key leisure and
corporate destinations. Pandox’s hotel property portfolio comprises 104 hotels with approximately 22,000 hotel rooms
across eight countries. Pandox’s business is organised into Property management, which comprises hotel properties leased
on a long-term basis to market leading regional hotel operators and leading international hotel operators, and Operator
activities, which comprises hotel operations executed by Pandox in its owner-occupied hotel properties. Pandox was
founded in 1995 and the company’s B shares are, as of 18 June 2015, listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.
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